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Merit Ptah is the first female scientist and physician known by name in ancient history.1
She lived around 2700 B.C, in ancient Egypt. Merit Ptah triumphed in her society by becoming
the chief doctor for her pharaoh, through her discoveries that saved the lives of many of her
people from tragic illnesses and injuries, and by earning respect for female scientists to make
progress toward equality for women in the future. Her contributions not only to the field of
science but to history, give us the foundation to today’s medical and scientific works.
Society towards Females in Medicine Before Merit Ptah
Medicine was a developing field in the days before Merit Ptah. There was very little
information on science in general, especially because of all of the spiritual and cultural beliefs of
the people. Culture commonly twisted scientific knowledge, and made it very difficult to find
the effective cures for the common diseases the societies faced.
In most parts of the world, any woman found practicing medicine in any way, faced a
death penalty.2 Laws for medical practice varied from location to location, and every society had
its own set of laws, expectations, ideas, and stereotypes. However, in all of these locations with
medical professions, women were not usually expected, nor encouraged to thrive in the medical
field. There were limited opportunities for the proper education, and few had the will and desire
to pursue the available training and education because of the discouragement they faced.
Ancient Egypt was one of the most advanced civilizations of their time period. They had
a fully developed system of writing and a number system, which allowed them to make
calculations and record ideas. They had an organized economy, a system of government, and a
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settled population. This stability gave medical research an opportunity to develop.3 In their
societies, women were almost equal to men in terms of rights, respect, and protection. They
were allowed and encouraged to do a lot of the same things as the men in their society, and they
were allowed to get an education. Even Queen Hatshepsut started many medical schools, and
encouraged women to learn medicine. Because of this, many scientists and aspiring physicians
went to co-ed medical schools throughout Egypt, and many people were making medical
advancements during this time. Though surprising, seeing a female physician was a fairly
common thing in Ancient Egypt, the medical field was still obviously ruled by men. Women
were able to practice medicine more frequently because of the work of a few notable figures,
who were able to help break ground for women to become physicians.
The Medical Field in Ancient Egypt Before Merit Ptah
The people of Ancient Egypt were very strong in their cultural and spiritual beliefs.
Heka, the god of magic (and because of this, the god of medicine)4, was believed to be in control
of the health of the ancient Egyptian people. They believed that sickness was a punishment
brought by Heka, as an attack from a demon or ghost that he sent.5 The Egyptians believed that
the body was a system of channels, that all begin at the heart. Their physiology concepts were
based on the idea that the heart is the source of human life. They believed that the heart held
emotions, and controlled the routes the channels took throughout the body in order to complete
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the body’s functions. They believed that the causes of disease or infections were Heka’s demons
blocking the channels. Therefore, treatments were often efforts to unblock the channels, so that
the patient would be able to recover from the infection. The treatments often included spells,
rites, herbal treatments and incantations, though the doctors did not have the ability to banish the
illness entirely6
Ancient Egyptian doctors were often considered “magicians”7 as they supposedly dealt
with the supernatural, while they cured diseases with spells or other religious rituals. These
“treatments” were not effective in treating these illnesses, and as a result, many lives were lost.
However, as time continued, more physicians gained medical and scientific knowledge from
experience, and they began to treat illnesses and injuries more efficiently and successfully. For
example, the ancient Egyptians preserved their dead in mummies. The mummification process
required the removal of many organs such as the brain, liver, stomach, intestines, and the lungs.
When they removed these organs, they began to gain knowledge of how the body worked, and
what components were necessary for the survival of a human. This sparked the earliest
physiological research, and the first step for the development of the medical field.
Evidence of Tragedies in Ancient Egypt
In Ancient Egypt, many of the first physicians and scientists did not have the same
knowledge and information about anatomy and medicine as we do today. As a result, many
illnesses and injuries were not treated properly and resulted in the loss of many lives. Ancient
skeletons from this time period were analyzed for evidence of disease or causes of death that
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were related to problems with their health. After many studies and tests on the skeletons, it was
evident that many of the Ancient Egyptians died of various illnesses and injuries.8 Most of the
common causes of death seemed minor by today’s medical standards yet, they were left
untreated, or they were not treated properly.
Among these illnesses was Anaemia, an illness caused by the deficiency of red blood
cells in the bone marrow, where the bones grew weaker over time. Though this is not
necessarily a cause of death, it left the body vulnerable to more diseases. Arthritis, is an ongoing
injury that happens when the cartilage at the ends of your bones begins to wear away, and your
bones cause friction, and eventually wear away as well. Worn teeth and cavities were commonly
left untreated and Abscesses were left undrained leaving the harmful chemicals inside the body
eventually killing many ancient people. Tuberculosis was also a major killer because the
treatments required to cure it were not invented yet. Polio is a disease in the nerves, that
eventually lead to nervous system failure, and as a result, death. Leprosy is a skin condition that
results in disconfigurations, though not deadly on its own, this made daily life hard for the
Ancient Egyptians, and left the body more vulnerable to more serious diseases. Tumors were
also common, as they are today. However, there were no cures for them in ancient times, so the
toxic cells eventually spread throughout the body, and killed the patient. Cleft Palate was also
common in the roof of the mouth, and made eating difficult for patients. The open wound got
contaminated, and eventually killed the patient. The lack of available treatments were the reason
for most of the deaths in ancient Egypt. Fortunately, we had a new generation of physicians and
research to increase the mortality rate of the later people of the ancient Egyptian civilization.
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Merit Ptah’s Triumph Over the Illnesses
Merit Ptah helped her society overcome the numerous illnesses and injuries that would
have otherwise taken the lives of many of her people. She was the first woman noted in the field
of science and medicine for her research and contributions to medicine. More research was done
on the skeletons from Merit Ptah’s time period, and after her lifetime of medical practice, the
illnesses that took the lives of many Egyptians, began to become less evident. Fewer skeletons
had identified illnesses that were seen in previous studies. Therefore, more people benefited
from the new medical advancements that Merit Ptah helped make possible. During her lifetime,
she was able to gain more knowledge for the medical field, so that more people could survive
through illness even after her death. Her research was passed down through the generations, and
the mortality rate of her people greatly increased.
Merit Ptah was able to triumph as a female physician, in a world where medicine was
new and undeveloped. She was able to prove her worth as a female scientist, and she was seen
as an inspiration by many of her people. This is evident in an inscription on her tombstone, and
it shows how her work had an impact on her people. Her son, who was a high priest, wrote that
she was a “Chief Physician”11 because of all of her hard work in her lifetime. Merit Ptah
conducted a lot of research to help the medical field advance, and her knowledge helped save the
lives of many and provided a foundation for today’s medical practices.
The Medical Field after Merit Ptah
In addition to the effects Merit Ptah had on her people during her time, the field of
medicine began to evolve and advance even after her lifetime. Evidence from the Ebers Papyrus
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shows that the cultural traditions of the ancient Egyptians still affected their approach to medical
treatments. Spells and incantations were still considered more potent treatments than medicine
or the physical repairment of organs until around 1500 B.C. Slowly, and over the course of time
and research, science guided medical procedures and physiological knowledge. The Edwin
Smith Papyrus was written at about 1500 B.C., and it is the oldest ancient text to show evidence
of scientific research guiding a surgery, without the influence of cultural traditions.
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The people of Merit Ptah’s society had much respect for Merit Ptah and medicine after
Merit Ptah’s life. The world immediately had more knowledge about the human body, and the
treatments necessary to treat the illnesses that Egypt faced everyday. She taught the physicians
under her about these treatments and causes for illness. This knowledge was passed down
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through the generations to save the lives of more people, as well as advance the medical field so
that more could be saved in the future. More of the population during her time survived
sicknesses after her work. Much later, more female physicians gained the courage to fight for
their right to pursue their passions in the scientific and medical fields, after the work of Merit
Ptah.
Today, Merit Ptah is remembered as the first female physician and scientist. Her work
serves as the foundation for medicine today, so that our generation of physicians can save the
lives of people suffering from disease. She provided us with knowledge about the human body
and the treatments that are effective in treating diseases and injuries. Merit Ptah also helped gain
respect for females in the scientific and medical field. She encouraged females to pursue their
passions for science, no matter what other people think, or no matter how many people will stand
with you in what you believe in. Though today there are still fewer female scientists than men,
women have made great progress in equality in careers, and towards being accepted in the
science field.
Today, it is easy to take contributions from ancient history for granted. Human history’s
development owes so much for the trials and tribulations, as well as the triumphs and tragedies,
of the ancients. Merit Ptah is not remembered casually for her contributions, but without her
early efforts those such as Edward Jenner, Louis Pasteur, Jonas Salk, and countless others would
not have been able to advance medicine to the level of preventing disease and increasing the
quality of life and life expectancy. Today, we also remember Dr. Merit Ptah for her
contributions toward equality for women in the science field, not just in her time, but in today’s
world as well- which continues to be challenge for women to this day. Though, women have
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made great strides in all fields in the last century, it is quite special and unique that Merit Ptah
accomplished this so early in human history.
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